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Errata 
Volume 75, Number 2 (1980), in the article “Meromorphic Functions 
That Share Finite Values with Their Derivative” by Gary G. Gundersen, 
pp. 44 l-446: 
There is an error in the proof of Theorem 2: the statement “fi(r, g, 1) < 
N,(r, f '/f, 1)” on p. 444 (line 4 from bottom) is not valid because we would 
have g(z,) = 1 iff(z,) =f’(zo) = 0. This can be rectified as follows. 
Replace line 4 in the proof of Theorem 2 by 
( 1 + 4 1)) w, f) ,< w-3 A a) + w. .L b) + No@-, f ‘K 1) 
+ N(r, J 0) - w, f, 0). 
Then the same proof will yield 
N&-. f ‘/x 1) + w-9 L 0) - w, f. 0) = 4 1) w, f) outside E, 
corresponding to Eq. (4). Then in lines 3 and 4 from the bottom of p. 444 we 
can say 
R. g, 1) < N,(r, f ‘/A 1) + W-, .L 0) - N(r, .L 0) 
= 41) W,f), r @ E. 
Volume 72, Number 2 (1979), in the article “Finite Representation of 
Banach Spaces-Smoothness” by R. Rao Chivakula and K. Sundaresan, pp. 
435-445: 
On page 436. line 18, instead of “sup{II Tzll: x E P}” read 
“SUP((l 7+ll I x E P, 1 < i < k).” 
In line 30, instead of “mean value theorem [3]” read “definition.” 
Lemma 3, page 440 is wrong as stated and should be deleted. 
On page 441, line 7, instead of “= (T’(,,(g(s) -g,(s) -g,(s)j” read 
“= I I,,,, - g,(s)3 g(s) + g,(s))l.” 
In Theorems 3, 4, and 5 replace “boundedly F*-smooth” by “uniformly 
P-smooth.” 
The proof of Theorem 3 in the modified form is essentially the same as the 
proof of Theorem 3 as stated. 
Theorem 4 in the modified form follows at once, noting that E is isometric 
with a subspace of E(S, ?/‘/). R. RAO CHIVUKULA 
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